In various areas of computer science, e.g. requirements analysis, software development, or formal verification, we deal with a set of constraints/requirements. If the constraints cannot be satisfied simultaneously, it is desirable to identify the core problems among them. Such cores are called minimal unsatisfiable subsets (MUSes). The more MUSes are identified, the more information about the conflicts among the constraints is obtained. However, a full enumeration of all MUSes is in general intractable due to the combinatorial explosion. We therefore search for algorithms that enumerate MUSes in an online manner, i.e. algorithms that produce MUSes one by one and can be terminated anytime. Furthermore, as the list of constraint domains is quite long and new applications still arise, it is desirable to have algorithms that are applicable in arbitrary constraint domain.
Introduction
In various areas of computer science, such as requirements analysis, model checking or formal equivalence checking, the following situation arises. We are given a set of constraints with a goal to decide whether the set of constraints is satisfiable, i.e., whether all the constraints can hold simultaneously. In case the given set is shown to be unsatisfiable, we might be interested in an analysis of the unsatisfiability. Identification of minimal unsatisfiable subsets (MUSes) is a kind of such analysis.
In the requirements analysis, constraints represent the requirements on the system that is being developed and checking for satisfiability means checking whether all the requirements can be implemented at once. If the set of requirements is unsatisfiable, an extraction of MUSes helps to identify and fix the conflicts among requirements [6] . In some model checking approaches, e.g., the counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [16] , an unsatisfiable set of constraints may arise as a result of the abstraction's overapproximation. In such a case, the extraction of MUSes leads to a better refinement of the overapproximation [2] . Besides the areas in which overconstrained systems naturally arise, there are also many problems that can be efficiently solved by reduction to the MUSes identification problem, see e.g. the Boolean function bi-decomposition problem [9, 14] .
In many situations, it is desirable to identify more than just one MUS. In the requirements analysis, the more MUSes are found, the more conflicts between the requirements are detected. In the CEGAR workflow, working with a collection of MUSes may lead to a better refinement of the overapproximation than working with a single MUS. However, the complete enumeration of MUSes can be intractable as the number of MUSes can be exponential to the number of constraints. In this work, we present an algorithm for online MUS enumeration, i.e., an algorithm that enumerates MUSes one by one and can be terminated anytime.
Besides the focus on online enumeration, we also target another problem. Individual applications differ also in the constraint domain. Perhaps the most widely used are Boolean and SMT constraints; these types of constraints arise for example in the CEGAR workflow or in the area of constraint processing. In software requirements, the most common constraints are those expressed in some temporal logic like Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [4] , Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [27] , or Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [4] .
Typically, the available algorithms are either optimised for the Boolean constraints or the papers provide an evaluation on Boolean constraint domain only (for details see the Related Work section). Our experiments with these algorithms indicate that they are not so efficient when used in another constraint domain. The reason is that one of the most time consuming operation in these algorithms is the test whether a given set of constraints is satisfiable. While testing for Boolean satisfiability can be rather efficient (thanks to modern SAT solvers), this is not necessarily true for other domains.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for online MUS enumeration that is efficient in an arbitrary constraint domain. We evaluate the algorithm on benchmarks taken from three different domains (Boolean constraints, SMT constraints, and LTL constraints) and we demonstrate that it is comparable with the state-of-the-art algorithms on Boolean constraints and outperforms them on SMT and LTL constrains.
Preliminaries
We are given a finite set of constraints C with the property that each subset of C is either satisfiable or unsatisfiable. The notion of satisfiability may vary in different constraint domains. The only assumption is that if a set X, X ⊆ C, is unsatisfiable, then all supersets of X are unsatisfiable as well. The sets of interests are defined as follows.
Definition 1 (MUS, MSS, MCS)
. Let C be a finite set of constraints and let N ⊆ C. N is a minimal unsatisfiable subset (MUS) of C if N is unsatisfiable and ∀c ∈ N : N \ {c} is satisfiable. N is a maximal satisfiable subset (MSS) of C if N is satisfiable and
Example 1. Assume that we are given a set C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 } of four Boolean satisfiability constraints c 1 = a, c 2 = ¬a, c 3 = b, and c 4 = ¬a ∨ ¬b. Clearly, the whole set is unsatisfiable as the first two constraints are negations of each other. There are two MUSes of C, namely {c 1 , c 2 }, {c 1 , c 3 , c 4 }. There are three MSSes of C, namely {c 1 , c 4 }, {c 1 , c 3 }, and {c 2 , c 3 , c 4 }. Finally, there are three MCSes of C, namely {c 2 , c 3 }, {c 2 , c 4 }, and {c 1 }.
Note that the maximality concept used in the definition of a MSS is the set maximality and not the maximum cardinality as in the MaxSAT problem. Thus a constraint set C can have multiple MSSes with different cardinalities.
We use MUS (C), MSS (C), and MCS (C) to denote the set of all MUSes, MSSes, and MCSes of C, respectively. The size of these sets can be exponential w.r.t. the cardinality of C which makes their complete enumeration very complex or even intractable. Therefore we seek for a so-called online algorithm that enumerates MUSes one by one during the computation and the enumeration can be stopped anytime.
Related Work
The list of existing works solving the MUS enumeration is short, especially compared to the amount of work dealing with a single MUS extraction [8, 10, 11, 12, 26, 31, 32, 35, 36] . Moreover, existing algorithms for the MUS enumeration are tailored mainly to Boolean constraints [22, 23, 37] and cannot be applied to other constraints. The approaches that focus on MUS enumeration in general constraint systems can be divided into two categories: approaches that compute MUSes directly and those that rely on the hitting set duality.
Direct MUS enumeration
Early algorithms were based on explicit enumeration of every subset of the unsatisfiable constraint system. As far as we know, the MUS enumeration was pioneered by Hou [25] in the field of diagnosis. Hou's algorithm checks every subset for satisfiability starting with the whole set of constraints and exploring its power set in a tree-like structure. Also, some pruning rules which allow skipping irrelevant branches are presented. This approach was revisited and further improved by Han and Lee [24] and by de la Banda et al. [17] . Another approach using step-by-step powerset exploration was recently proposed by Bauch et al. [6] . Authors of this work focus on constraints expressed using LTL formulas; however, their algorithm can be used for any type of constraints. Explicit exploration of the power set is the bottleneck of all above mentioned algorithms as the size of the power set is exponential to the number of constraints in the system. Liffiton et al. [28] and Silva et al. [33] developed independently two nearly identical algorithms: MARCO [28] and eMUS [33] . Both algorithms were later merged and presented in [29] under the name of MARCO. MARCO uses symbolic representation of the power set and is able to produce MUSes incrementally during its computation in a relatively steady rate. To obtain each single MUS, MARCO first finds a subset whose satisfiability is not known yet and checks it for satisfiability. If the subset is satisfiable, it is grown to a MSS. In the other case, the subset is shrunk to a MUS. The grow/shrink procedure can be carried out by any algorithm for a single MSS/MUS extraction which makes MARCO applicable to arbitrary constraint satisfaction domains. Moreover, any improvement in the state-of-the-art algorithms for a single MSS/MUS extraction immediately reflects in MARCO's performance. On the other hand, the dependency on external procedure makes MARCO inefficient in constraint domains for which no efficient shrinking and/or growing procedure exists.
In our previous work [13] , we have presented the TOME algorithm that also employs growing and shrinking procedures and produces MUSes as soon as they are discovered. TOME iteratively uses binary search to find so-called local MUSes/MSSes. Each local MUS/MSS is optionally, based on its size (cardinality), shrunk/grown to a global MUS/MSS. TOME tries to predict the complexity of performing the shrinking/growing procedure and only those shrinks/grows that seem to be easy to perform are actually performed. TOME is very efficient in constraint domains for which no efficient shrinking and growing procedure exist. On the other hand, in domains like Boolean constraints, the effort needed to find local MUSes and MSSes outweighs the effort needed to perform the shrinks and grows.
Hitting set duality based approaches
There is a well known relationship between MUSes and MCSes based on the concept of hitting sets. Given a collection Ω of sets, a hitting set H for Ω is a set such that ∀S ∈ Ω : H ∩ S = ∅. Hitting set is called minimal if none of its proper subsets is a hitting set. If C is a set of constraints and N ⊆ C, then the minimal hitting set duality [34] claims that N is a MUS of C iff N is a minimal hitting set of MCS (C), and N is a MCS of C iff N is a minimal hitting set of MUS (C).
The hitting set duality is used for example in CAMUS [30] and DAA [5] . CAMUS works in two phases. It first computes all MCSes of a given constraint set and then finds all MUSes by computing all minimal hitting sets of these MCSes. A significant shortcoming of CAMUS is that the first phase can be intractable as the number of MCSes can be exponential in the number of constraints and all MCSes must be found before the first MUS can be produced.
The DAA [5] algorithm is able to produce some MUSes before the enumeration of MCSes is completed. DAA starts each iteration with computing a minimal hitting set H of currently known MCSes and tests H for satisfiability. If H is unsatisfiable, it is guaranteed to be a MUS. In the other case, H is grown into a MSS whose complement is a MCS, i.e. the set of known MCSes is enlarged. As in the case of MARCO, DAA can use any existing algorithm for a single MSS/MCS extraction to perform the grow.
MARCO, CAMUS and DAA were experimentally compared in the Boolean constraints domain [29] and CAMUS has shown to be the fastest in enumerating all MUSes in the tractable cases. However, in the intractable cases, MARCO was able to produce at least some MUSes, while CAMUS often got stuck in the phase of MCSes enumeration. DAA was much slower than CAMUS in the case of complete MUSes enumeration and also slower than MARCO in the case of partial MUS enumeration. The main drawbacks of DAA are the complexity of computing minimal hitting sets and no guarantee on the rate of MUS production.
Our Contribution
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm, called ReMUS, for online MUS enumeration in a general constraint satisfaction domain that is able to outperform the current stateof-the-art algorithms. The main idea of the algorithm is to recursively search for MUSes in smaller and smaller subsets of a given set of constraints which allows to lower the complexity of performed operations. Similarly to MARCO and TOME, the algorithm employs external shrinking procedure, although the MUS enumeration does not depend on this procedure.
Moreover, we experimentally compare our algorithm with TOME and MARCO in three different domains: Boolean constraints, SMT constraints, and Linear Temporal Logic constraints. Most of the existing papers use only Boolean constraints in their evaluation, despite the fact that the algorithms presented in these papers are supposed to be applicable to an arbitrary constraint domain. Our evaluation shows that the efficiency of individual algorithms may substantially differ in different domains.
Algorithm
In this section we present an online MUS enumeration algorithm that is applicable to an arbitrary constraint domain. We start with some observations about the MUS enumeration problem and describe the main concepts used in the algorithm.
The algorithm is given a set of constraints C. To find all MUSes, the algorithm iteratively determines satisfiability of subsets of C. Initially, only satisfiability of C is determined and at the end, satisfiability of all subsets of C is determined. The algorithm maintains two sets. The set Explored contains all subsets of C whose satisfiability is already determined, and the set Unexplored contains the other subsets. Recall that if a set of constraints is satisfiable then all its subsets are satisfiable as well. Therefore, if the algorithm determines some S ⊆ C to be satisfiable, then not only S but also all of its subsets, denoted by sub(S), become explored (i.e. are moved from the set Unexplored to the set Explored ). Dually, if S is unsatisfiable then all of its supersets, denoted by sup(S), are unsatisfiable and become explored. Consequently, if a set N ⊆ C is unexplored, then none of its explored subsets can be unsatisfiable and none of its explored supersets can be satisfiable.
A common way (see e.g. [28, 13] ) to find a MUS of C is to find an unsatisfiable subset S ⊆ C and then shrink S, i.e. find a MUS of S (which is necessarily also a MUS of C). The concrete implementation of the shrinking procedure depends on the constraint domain. Therefore, in our algorithm we use a black-box subroutine for shrinking. Thus, we can always employ the best available, domain specific, single MUS extraction algorithm.
The third concept used in our algorithm stems from the observation that if S ⊆ C, then MUS (S) ⊆ MUS (C). This allows us to search for MUSes of C in P(S) instead of P(C), i.e. to reduce the dimension of the space in which MUSes are searched for, and thus reduce the complexity of performed operations. The more we reduce the dimension of C, the more we lower the complexity of performed operations. On the other hand, the more the dimension of C is decreased, the less MUSes are left in the resultant search space. Therefore, some trade-off is needed. A recursive approach that reduces the dimension gradually might be the right choice.
The last concept is connected to the distribution of satisfiable and unsatisfiable subsets of C. Typically, satisfiable subsets are smaller and, dually, unsatisfiable subsets are more concentrated among the larger subsets. Let us denote unexplored subsets as maximal resp. minimal as follows:
• S max is a maximal unexplored subset of C iff S max ⊆ C, S max ∈ Unexplored , and each of its proper supersets is explored.
• S min is a minimal unexplored subset of C iff S min ⊆ C, S min ∈ Unexplored , and each of its proper subsets is explored.
Maximal unexplored subsets are used whenever the algorithm searches for an unsatisfiable subset to be shrunk. Minimal unexplored subsets are used for a direct MUS identification: because all supersets of every explored unsatisfiable set are also marked as explored, every unsatisfiable minimal unexplored subset is guaranteed to be a MUS.
Description of the Algorithm
The pseudocode of our algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. The computation of the algorithm starts with an initialisation phase followed by a call of the procedure FindMUSes, which is the core procedure of our algorithm. 
FindMUSes (S, currentRecursionDepth + 1)
The procedure FindMUSes iteratively enumerates MUSes of C. In each iteration, it first picks a minimal unexplored subset S min of C and tests it for satisfiability. If S min is unsatisfiable, then it is guaranteed to be a MUS and the iteration is finished. Otherwise, the procedure chooses a maximal unexplored subset S max of C such that S min ⊆ S max and checks it for satisfiability. If S max is satisfiable, the algorithm continues with the next iteration where a new minimal unexplored subset is chosen. If S max is unsatisfiable, then S max is shrunk to a MUS S mus . The newly computed S mus is used to reduce the dimension of the space in which another MUSes are searched. Namely, the procedure chooses some C ⊂ C and recursively calls itself on C. After the recursive call terminates, the procedure continues with the next iteration.
The set Unexplored is updated appropriately during the whole computation. Note that the set Unexplored is shared among individual recursive calls; in particular if the algorithm determines some subset S to be satisfiable then all of its supersets (w.r.t. the original search space) are deduced to be satisfiable. On the other hand, the maximal and minimal unexplored subsets are local and are defined with respect to the current search space.
Search Space of Recursive Calls
Complexity of basic operations used in our algorithm depends on the dimension of the searched space, i.e. on the number of constraints in C. The main idea behind the recursion is to search MUSes in a set C smaller than C and thus lower the complexity of performed operations. Naturally, there is a trade-off between the complexity of operations and expected number of MUSes occurring in the chosen subspace. Therefore, we choose C such that S mus ⊆ C ⊆ S max which ensures that C is unsatisfiable as S mus is unsatisfiable and that the search space is actually reduced.
Intuitively, the closer C is to S mus the less MUSes can be expected to be contained in C. On the other hand, the further C is from S max the more we reduce the dimension of the search space. Thus, finding the optimal way of choosing C might be tricky and we left this part of our algorithm as a customisable one. A simple approach is to reduce the dimension by some constant factor, e.g. by half, and form C by adding random constraints from S max to S mus .
Backtracking from Recursion
The recursive nesting can be stopped in two ways. The first possibility is that C contains only explored subsets (and no unexplored MUS). The second possibility is that C contains only a few unexplored MUSes and searching C is thus too expensive. However, we do not know the exact number of unexplored MUSes in C and thus we use a heuristic estimation which is based on the following observation. Satisfiable subsets naturally concentrate more among the smaller subsets of C and unsatisfiable subsets concentrate more among the larger subsets. A maximal unexplored subset is usually one of the larger subsets. Therefore, once the maximal unexplored set of C is satisfiable (line 9), it suggests that there are only a few unexplored unsatisfiable subsets. Thus, the recursion backtracks. This rule cannot be applied if the current search space is the whole set of constrains C. In the algorithm we use the variable currentRecursionDepth to control the use of the heuristic rule.
Correctness and Complexity
The algorithm produces either unsatisfiable minimal unexplored subsets or results of shrinking. In both cases the correctness follows from their definition. Only subsets whose status is known are removed from the set Unexplored . The size of Unexplored is reduced after every iteration thus the algorithm terminates and all MUSes are found.
There are two types of operations that determine the overall complexity of the algorithm. First, there are domain specific operations such as satisfiability checks or shrink procedures. Their complexity depends on the type of constraints and on external tools used by the algorithm. On the other side there is the maintenance of unexplored subsets, which can be very time consuming as there are exponentially many subsets of C and an explicit representation of Unexplored is intractable. Instead, we use a symbolic representation of the set Unexplored and operations over this representation.
Symbolic Representation of Unexplored Subsets
Symbolic representation is based on a well known isomorphism between finite power sets and Boolean algebras. We encode C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n } by using a set of Boolean variables X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }. Each valuation of X then corresponds to a subset of C. This allows us to represent the set of unexplored subsets Unexplored using a Boolean formula f Unexplored such that each model of f Unexplored corresponds to an element of Unexplored .
Our algorithm uses two types of operations to manage Unexplored : it removes from Unexplored either supersets of some unsatisfiable N ⊆ C or subsets of some satisfiable N ⊆ C. To remove N ⊆ C and all its supersets from Unexplored we add to f Unexplored one clause,
Symmetrically, to remove N ⊆ C and all its subsets from Unexplored we add to f Unexplored one clause,
Example 2. Let us illustrate the symbolic representation on C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }. If all subsets of C are unexplored then f Unexplored = True. If {c 1 , c 3 } is classified as a MUS and {c 1 , c 2 } as a satisfiable subset, then f Unexplored is updated to True ∧ (¬c 1 ∨ ¬c 3 ) ∧ (c 3 ).
In order to get an element of Unexplored , we can ask a SAT solver for a model of f Unexplored . However, our algorithm requires specific elements of Unexplored : minimal and maximal unexplored subsets (these correspond to minimal and maximal models, respectively), and elements that are subsets and/or supersets of some particular set. One of the SAT solvers that can be used to obtain models corresponding to these specific elements is the solver miniSAT [21] . In miniSAT, the user can fix values of chosen variables and select a default polarity of variables at decision points during solving. For example, in order to find a minimal unexplored subset of S ⊆ C, we set the default polarity of variables during solving to False and fix the truth assignment to the variables that correspond to elements in C \ S to False.
Note that our algorithm employs two external solvers: one for solving satisfiability of sets of constraints and one for finding models of f Unexplored . In order to clearly distinguish between these two, we use the phrase constraint solver for the former and unex solver for the latter.
Domain Specific Improvements
So far, we have presented an algorithm for online MUS enumeration that is applicable to any type of constraints. In this section, we present some domain specific improvements that are based on the concepts of i) an unsat core and ii) a model of a set of constraints.
An unsat core K of a set of constraints S is an unsatisfiable subset of S but not necessarily a minimal unsatisfiable subset. An unsat core is commonly provided, as a witness of S's unsatisfiability, by constraint solvers for some constraint domains, e.g., the domain of Boolean logic or SMT. As K is a subset of S, it is guaranteed that K contains some MUS of S. Every formula S that is shrunk to a MUS is first checked for satisfiability (lines 9 and 14), therefore it is possible to obtain an unsat core K of S. We can modify our algorithm so that it shrinks K instead of S in order to get a MUS of S.
A model π of a set of constraints S is a satisfying variable assignment that is returned by a constraint solver if a given set S of Boolean formulas is satisfiable. Assume that S ⊆ C is a set of Boolean formulas such that S is satisfiable and π is a model of S. By a model extension of S with respect to π and C we denote a maximal set S ⊆ E ⊆ C such that π is a model of E. We modify Algorithm 1 so that the model extension is used every time a subset of C is found to be satisfiable in order to determine satisfiability of other subsets, i.e. subsets of the model extension of S are removed from Unexplored instead of removing just subsets of S. 
Experimental Evaluation
We implemented ReMUS in C++ and here we report results of our experimental evaluation. The goal of the evaluation is twofold. First, we compare the efficiency of our proposed algorithm ReMUS with two other online MUS enumeration algorithms: MARCO [28] and TOME [13] . Second, we compare the complexity of the MUS enumeration problem in three different constrain domains: Boolean (SAT) constraints, SMT constraints, and LTL constraints. Both MARCO and TOME are presented in more variants; we choose the variants that performed the best in the referenced papers, namely MARCO in the variant "MARCO+" and TOME in the variant "BA S(x) = x, G(x) = 0.2x" (for details please refer to the original papers [28, 13] ).
MARCO and TOME are in some aspects very similar to our algorithm. In particular, they both employ external constraint solver for checking consistency of a set of constraints, they use external shrinking procedures, and they also use the same symbolic representation of unexplored subsets, i.e. they both employ an unex solver. In fact, the list of external tools coincides for all three algorithms. Also, both MARCO and TOME were developed to be applicable to an arbitrary constraint domain. However, the publicly available implementation of MARCO supports only Boolean and SMT constraints. Therefore, we reimplemented both TOME and MARCO to ensure that all algorithms employ exactly the same external tools and to make them available for evaluation in the different constraint domains.
Recall that we did not exactly specify the way ReMUS chooses the search space S for the recursive call. We just require that S satisfies S mus ⊆ S ⊆ S max ⊆ S, where S mus and S max are the MUS and the maximal unexplored subset found in the current iteration, respectively, and S is the current search space. In our experimental implementation, the search space is in most cases reduced by 40 percent (i.e. the size of S equals to min{0.6 · |S|, |S max |}) and is chosen randomly (by adding random constraints from S max to S mus ).
In all three domains, we used the tool miniSAT [21] as the unex solver. The implementation of the constraint solver and the shrink procedure differs for individual domains and will be described in the following. All experiments were run with a time limit of 200 seconds. Complete results are available at https://www.fi.muni.cz/~xbendik/ research/remus/.
SAT Domain
In the SAT domain, we used miniSAT as the constraint solver, and the tool muser2 [11] to implement the shrink procedure. MiniSAT is able to provide models of satisfiable sets of constraints, and unsat cores of unsatisfiable sets of constraints, thus we employed the domain specific heuristics described in Section 6.
The experiments were conducted on a collection of 292 Boolean CNF benchmarks that were taken from the MUS track of the SAT 2011 competition [1] . The benchmarks range in their size from 70 to 16 million constraints and use from 26 to 4.4 million variables. The criterion for our comparison is the number of produced MUSes within the given time limit. Fig. 1a shows a plot of the cumulative distributions of produced MUSes for each evaluated algorithm in the SAT domain. MARCO and our algorithm perform almost the same while TOME is conclusively the worst. Note that all plots in this paper are provided in a logarithmic scale.
In Fig. 2 we provide scatter plots that pairwise compare individual algorithms on individual benchmarks. Each point in the plot represents the result achieved by the two compared algorithms on a one particular instance; one algorithm determines the position on the vertical axis and the other one the position on the horizontal axis. The points are randomly shifted in each direction by up to 0.5 unit in order to prevent overlapping of points.
SMT Domain
In the SMT domain, we used the solver Z3 [18] as the constraint solver. As in the case of miniSAT, Z3 provides either a model or an unsat core of a given set of constraints, therefore we used it to boost our algorithm as in the case of SAT constraints. Due to the lack of existing single MUS extraction tools, we used our custom implementation of the shrink procedure. We experimented with the same 561 benchmarks used in [15] , which were selected from SMT-LIB [7] , and include instances from the QF UF, QF IDL, QF RDL, QF LIA and QF LRA divisions. Only in case of 198 benchmarks, at least one evaluated algorithm was able to output more than one MUS within the given time limit. The benchmarks range in their size from 5 to 145422 constraints.
The plot of cumulative distribution of number of produced MUSes for each evaluated algorithm in the SMT domain is shown in the Fig. 1b . Our algorithm performed the best; MARCO and TOME achieved almost the same overall results. The scatter plots in the Fig. 3 show that our algorithm not only outperformed both other algorithms in overall, but also on almost every instance. Note that the improvement of ReMUS over MARCO and TOME is increasing with increasing tractability of individual instances.
LTL Domain
In the LTL domain, we used the SPOT library [19] as the constraint solver and our custom implementation of the shrink procedure. We are not aware of any suitable publicly available database of LTL MUS benchmarks. Therefore we used the randltl tool from the SPOT library to generate a collection of 200 benchmarks. In order to make the benchmarks as realistic as possible we generated the formulae (constraints) according to statistics about the most common LTL formulae (see e.g., [20] ). These statistics deal mainly with the nesting depth of formulae, i.e. the depth of the syntactic tree of a formula. We generated benchmarks whose size range from 120 to 320 formulae, each benchmark uses up to 15 variables, and the nesting depth of individual formulae range from 3 to 5 levels. The plot of cumulative distributions of produced MUSes in Fig. 1c shows that our algorithm substantially outperformed both other algorithms; MARCO performed conclusively the worst. These results are also supported by the scatter plots provided in Fig. 4 . ReMUS outperformed both MARCO and TOME on almost every instance.
Evaluation
Experiments demonstrate that the algorithms perform diversely in different constraint domains. ReMUS is comparable with MARCO and TOME in Boolean constraint domain and outperforms the other two algorithms in SMT and LTL constraint domains. This is caused by the relative complexity of the shrink procedure, which is the most time consuming part of all evaluated algorithms. Shrinking naturally subsumes performing several satisfiability checks and the complexity of shrinking depends on the number of these checks. State-of-the-art satisfiability solvers in the SAT and SMT domains provide unsat cores of given unsatisfiable sets of constraints and these cores can be used to save some satisfiability checks (for details see e.g. [3] ). Moreover, in the SAT domain, one can exploit the fact that the constraints are usually expressed in the conjunctive normal form (CNF), i.e. as a conjunction of disjunctions of literals. The CNF in the SAT domain allows usage of so called model rotation [10] which leads to further saving in the number of performed satisfiability checks. Therefore, the complexity of the shrink procedure in the SAT domain depends only slightly on the size of the set to be shrunk. However, in the case of SMT constraints, the size of the set to be shrunk is more important, and in the case of LTL constraints the size is of substantial importance.
Our algorithm decreases the size of the sets to be shrunk (by recursively reducing the size of the search space) which leads to a more efficient computation in the SMT and LTL domains. TOME also tends to perform easier shrinks as it predicts the complexity of individual shrinks and only the shrinks that seem to be easy to perform are actually performed. MARCO, on the other hand, makes no effort in reducing the complexity of shrinking.
Conclusion
We have presented the algorithm ReMUS for online enumeration of MUSes, which is applicable to an arbitrary constraint domain. The main idea of the algorithm is to recursively search for MUSes in smaller and smaller subsets of a given set of constraints which allows to lower the complexity of performed operations. Moreover, the algorithm uses a domain specific single MUS extraction algorithm as a black-box subroutine, thus any future improvement in this area can be immediately reflected in the performance of our algorithm. We have experimentally compared ReMUS with two state-of-the-art algorithms for MUS enumeration: MARCO and TOME. The comparison has been conducted in three different constraint domains: SAT constraints, SMT constraints, and Linear Temporal Logic constraints. The results show that the evaluated algorithms perform diversely in different constraint domains. There was no clear winner in the SAT domain. However, in the other two domains, ReMUS conclusively outperformed both TOME and MARCO.
